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Abstract

Machine learning algorithms have been found001
discriminative against groups of different so-002
cial identities, e.g., gender and race. With the003
detrimental effects of these algorithmic biases,004
researchers proposed promising approaches for005
bias mitigation, typically designed for individ-006
ual bias type. Due to the complex nature of007
social bias, we argue it is important to study008
how different biases interact with each other,009
i.e., how mitigating one bias type (e.g., gen-010
der) influences the bias results regarding other011
social identities (e.g., race and religion). We012
further question whether jointly debiasing mul-013
tiple types of bias is desired in different con-014
texts, e.g., when correlations between biases015
are different. To address these research ques-016
tions, we examine bias mitigation in two NLP017
tasks – toxicity detection and word embeddings018
– on three social identities, i.e., race, gender, and019
religion. Empirical findings based on bench-020
mark datasets suggest that different biases can021
be correlated and therefore, warranting atten-022
tion for future research on joint bias mitigation.023

1 Introduction024

The increasing reliance on automated systems, e.g.,025

systems helping decide who is hired, has led many026

people, especially the minorities, to be unfairly027

treated. Take the two well-studied tasks in NLP028

as examples: Toxicity classifiers are found to use029

demographic terms such as “black” as the key fea-030

tures (Zhang et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2021), and031

word embeddings trained on human-generated cor-032

pus such as Google News also present occupational033

stereotypes (Bolukbasi et al., 2016).034

These findings are well-received, as witnessed035

by tremendous attentions from industry, academia,036

and many other quarters to various social biases in037

machine learning (Cheng et al., 2021b). Mitigat-038

ing social bias is challenging due to its variety and039

complexity. As shown in the example of toxicity040

detection in Fig. 1, multiple terms are labeled as be-041

Social identities Gender Race Label Non-toxic

So Hillary's appeal is to Democrats who make over $200,000 and old hippie
men and women. … … Let's see how the blacks and Hispanics go. If she
can't carry them in South Carolina and Nevada, she needs to concentrate
on the Clinton Foundation.

Figure 1: A sample with labeled social identities from
the benchmark dataset for toxicity detection, Jigsaw1.
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Figure 2: An illustration of interactional bias in debias-
ing toxicity detection using Jigsaw dataset. We observe
that a gender-debiased toxicity classifier also reduces
racial and religious biases.

ing related to two social identities: gender and race. 042

A biased toxicity classifier may incorrectly iden- 043

tify it as “Toxic” simply because of these identity 044

terms, indicating gender and/or racial bias. With 045

various social identities, a model debiased for gen- 046

der may further reduce or amplify the racial bias. 047

When treating different biases independently – as 048

studied by existing works in bias and fairness, e.g., 049

(Dixon et al., 2018; Bolukbasi et al., 2016), we may 050

overlook the implicit interactions between biases, 051

rendering amplified total bias. 052

Aware of the potential correlations between dif- 053

ferent biases, we study a novel and practical prob- 054

lem of interactional bias and ask how to debias 055

different biases that correlate with each other. In 056

a preliminary experiment, we found that a gender- 057

debiased toxicity classifier (Gencoglu, 2020) also 058

reduces racial and religious biases, as shown in Fig. 059

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-unintended-bias-in-
toxicity-classification/data
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2. Similar problems can surface when debiasing060

at the data level. For example, will approaches to061

debiasing for gender amplify or mitigate racial and062

religious biases in word embeddings? With multi-063

ple correlated biases, we further question whether064

joint debiasing can outperform conventional ap-065

proaches that mitigate individual biases.066

To address the interactional bias problem, we067

examine biases against multiple social identities068

from both data and algorithm aspects, respectively,069

on two representative NLP tasks – word embed-070

dings and toxicity detection. Particularly, we seek071

to answer the following research questions:072

• RQ. 1. Are biases of different social identities073

(e.g., gender, race) correlated? Are the correla-074

tions different across various tasks?075

• RQ. 2. Will a joint bias mitigation strategy out-076

perform approaches for individual biases regard-077

ing reducing the total bias of all social identities?078

• RQ. 3. When jointly mitigating multiple biases,079

do we have to trade off accuracy for debiasing?080

2 Related Work081

2.1 Debiasing Toxicity Detection082

The majority of existing works on debiasing toxi-083

city detection addresses this problem by data aug-084

mentation (Park et al., 2018; Sap et al., 2019) and085

modified model training (Zhou et al., 2021; Xia086

et al., 2020). The pioneering work by Dixon et al.087

(2018) first proposed a data augmentation strategy088

to eliminate demographic biases. Specifically, it089

balanced the training dataset by adding external090

labeled data. Other data augmentation methods in-091

clude gender swapping (Park et al., 2018), instance092

weighting (Mozafari et al., 2020), and using de-093

biased word embedding (Prost et al., 2019). By094

attributing discrimination to selection bias, Zhang095

et al. (2020) proposed to mitigate biases in the train-096

ing data by assuming a non-discrimination data097

distribution, and reconstructing the distribution by098

instance weighting.099

Another line of research debiases during model100

training. Vaidya et al. (2020) trained a debiased101

toxicity classifier using adversarial learning. They102

designed a multi-task learning model to jointly pre-103

dict the toxicity of a comment and the involved104

identities. Gencoglu (2020) modified the model105

training by imposing debiasing constraints on the106

classification objective. A recent survey summa- 107

rizes biases of commonly studied social identities 108

in toxicity detection (Zhou et al., 2021). By con- 109

sidering a sequence of comments in a social media 110

post, Cheng et al. (2021a) proposed a reinforce- 111

ment learning framework to mitigate biases in a 112

sequential manner. 113

Though showing promising results, previously 114

mentioned research works in a single-bias context. 115

They have not discussed bias interaction and joint 116

debiasing with multiple biases. 117

2.2 Debiasing Word Embeddings 118

Debiasing word embeddings has been focused on 119

gender, e.g., (Zhao et al., 2019; Basta et al., 2019; 120

Prost et al., 2019). For example, the occupational 121

stereotypes were found in word2vec (Mikolov et al., 122

2013) trained on the Google News dataset (Boluk- 123

basi et al., 2016). In an extension to the pioneering 124

work (Bolukbasi et al., 2016), Manzini et al. (2019) 125

further identified racial and religious biases in 126

word2vec trained on a Reddit corpus. Contextual- 127

ized word embeddings such as ELMo (Peters et al., 128

2018) also inherit gender bias (Zhao et al., 2019; 129

Kurita et al., 2019; Basta et al., 2019). Informed 130

by the Implicit Association Test (IAT) (Greenwald 131

et al., 1998) in social psychology, Caliskan et al. 132

(2017) proposed the Word Embedding Associa- 133

tion Test (WEAT) to examine the associations in 134

word embeddings between concepts captured in 135

IAT. WEAT aims to assess implicit stereotypes 136

such as the association between female/male names 137

and groups of words stereotypically assigned to fe- 138

males/males, e.g., arts vs. science. 139

To mitigate gender bias, the post-processing 140

method proposed in (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) simply 141

removed the component along the gender direc- 142

tion. For contextualized word embeddings, Zhao 143

et al. (2018) proposed to explicitly restrict gender 144

information in certain dimensions when training a 145

coreference system. Due to the demanding com- 146

putational sources of this approach, an encoder- 147

decoder model was proposed by Kaneko and Bolle- 148

gala (2019) to re-embed existing pre-trained word 149

embeddings. While most of these works were 150

found to remove biases superficially (Gonen and 151

Goldberg, 2019), they have successfully raised the 152

awareness of bias issues in the NLP community. 153

As our work studies bias interactions, we use debi- 154

asing word embeddings as an illustration given its 155

popularity and significance. 156
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In summary, bias interactions and joint bias mit-157

igation with different types of bias are rarely un-158

derstood in literature of both debiasing toxicity159

detection and word embeddings. Therefore, we160

complement prior research by providing the first161

systematic evidence on the interactional bias and162

proposing joint mitigation strategies. By examin-163

ing the correlations between biases within different164

tasks, our research emphasizes the necessity to de-165

velop joint bias mitigation strategies in the presence166

of multiple social biases.167

3 Preliminaries168

3.1 Debiasing Toxicity Detection169

A common bias mitigation strategy in toxicity de-170

tection adopts the metrics widely used to assess dis-171

crimination in classification tasks, i.e, False Nega-172

tive Equality Difference (FNED) and False Positive173

Equality Difference (FPED) (Dixon et al., 2018).174

FNED/FPED is defined as the sum of deviations of175

group-specific False Negative Rates (FNRs)/False176

Positive Rates (FPRs) from the overall FNR/FPR.177

Given N demographic groups (e.g., female and178

male in gender), denote each group as Gi∈{1,...,N},179

FNED and FPED are calculated as:180

FNED =
∑

i∈{1,...,N}

|FNR− FNRGi |,

FPED =
∑

i∈{1,...,N}

|FPR− FPRGi |.
(1)181

A debiased model is expected to have similar FNR182

and FPR for different groups belonging to the same183

identity, therefore, small FNED and FPED. Ideally,184

the sum of FNED and FPED is close to zero.185

To reach this goal, a standard debiasing prac-186

tice is the constrained model training (Chen et al.,187

2020; Zafar et al., 2017), which imposes debiasing188

constraints during the training process. Specifi-189

cally, it aims to reach equitable performances for190

different demographic groups of interest. In this191

work, we employ the method in (Gencoglu, 2020),192

which simultaneously minimizes the deviation of193

each group-specific FNR/FPR from the overall194

FNR/FPR and the toxicity classification loss, i.e.,195

min
θ

fL(θ)

s.t. ∀i, |FNR− FNRGi | < τFNR

|FPR− FPRGi | < τFPR,

(2)196

where τFNR and τFPR are the tolerances of group197

deviation (corresponding to biases) from overall198

FNRs and FPRs, respectively. The model training199

process is then considered as a robust optimization200

problem. We use this approach as the base model 201

since (1) it examines bias mitigation from the algo- 202

rithmic aspect, therefore, complementing the task 203

of debiasing word embeddings, which considers 204

biases from the data aspect; and (2) It is a general- 205

izable and data-independent approach, and can be 206

easily extended to the joint bias mitigation scenario, 207

which we will detail in Sec. 4.1. 208

3.2 Debiasing Word Embeddings 209

A pioneering work in debiasing word embedding 210

(Bolukbasi et al., 2016) seeks to remove gender 211

bias in word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) by identify- 212

ing the gender bias subspace. Manzini et al. (2019) 213

further extended the debiasing strategy from a bi- 214

nary setting to the multi-class setting to account 215

for other biases such as racial bias. Note that it 216

is possible to use other approaches for debiasing 217

word embeddings, e.g., (Zhao et al., 2017), as the 218

baseline model to study joint bias mitigation. We 219

leave this for future research. 220

Identifying the bias subspace. The bias subspace 221

is identified by the defining sets of words (Boluk- 222

basi et al., 2016) and words in each set represent 223

different ends of the bias. The defining sets for 224

gender can be {she, he} and {woman, man}. There 225

are two steps to define a bias subspace: (1) com- 226

puting the vector differences between the word 227

embeddings of words in each set and the mean 228

word embedding over the set; and (2) identifying 229

the most k significant components {b1, b2, ..., bk} 230

of the resulting vectors using dimensionality re- 231

duction techniques such as Principal Component 232

Analysis (PCA) (Abdi and Williams, 2010). 233

Removing bias components. The next step com- 234

pletely or partially removes the subspace compo- 235

nents from the embeddings, e.g., hard-debiasing 236

(Bolukbasi et al., 2016). For non-gendered words 237

such as doctor and nurse, hard-debiasing method 238

removes their bias components; for gendered words 239

such as man and woman, it first centers their word 240

embeddings and then equalizes the bias compo- 241

nents. Formally, given a bias subspace B defined 242

by a set of vectors {b1, b2, ..., bk}, we get the bias 243

component of an embedding in this subspace by 244

wB =

k∑
i=1

〈
w, bi

〉
bi. (3) 245

We then neutralize word embeddings by removing 246

the resulting component from non-gendered words: 247

w′ = w−wB
∥w−wB∥ , where w′ are the debiased word 248
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embeddings. We further equalize the gendered249

words in the equality set E. Specifically, we debias250

w ∈ E by251

w′ = (µ− µB) +
√

1− ∥µ− µB∥2
wB − µB

∥wB − µB∥
, (4)252

where µ = 1
|E|

∑
w∈E w is the average embedding253

of the words in the set. µB denotes the bias com-254

ponent in the identified gender subspace and it can255

be obtained via Eq. 3. In real-world applications,256

the equality set is often the same set of words as257

the defining set (Manzini et al., 2019).258

4 Joint Bias Mitigation259

When a model aims to mitigate one type of bias,260

how it influences other biases is unknown in part261

due to the implicit correlations between different262

biases. With interactional biases that are correlated263

with each other, a joint bias mitigation strategy264

might further help alleviate the total bias regard-265

ing all social identities. Here, we introduce our266

strategies for jointly debiasing toxicity detection267

and word embeddings with multiple biases.268

4.1 Joint Debiasing for Toxicity Detection269

The joint bias mitigation strategies for toxicity de-270

tection is an extension of the method described in271

Sec. 3.1. Let T={gender, racial, religion} be the272

social identity set and Gt={Gt1, Gt2, ..., Gtj , ...}273

be the demographic group set of t ∈ T (e.g.,274

Ggender={female,male}). An intuitive solution275

is to extend the debiasing method in Sec. 3.1 by276

imposing uniform constraints on each demographic277

group Gtj . Take identities gender and race as an278

example, we enforce the model to have similar FPR279

and FNR for male and black. However, simply en-280

forcing uniform performances across all identities281

may lead to sub-optimal solutions, considering the282

unique bias distribution and language characteris-283

tics within each social identity. For instance, it is284

more common to observe gender-related insulting285

words in text biased against gender than that biased286

against religion. Therefore, we propose to pair287

each demographic group only with groups from the288

same identity in the joint debiasing setting. That is,289

we enforce the model to have similar FPR and FNR290

for male and female, but not for male and black.291

The joint debiasing constraint is defined as:292

Gtj ∈ Gt ∀t ∈ T

|FNRGt − FNRGtj | < τFNR,

|FPRGt − FPRGtj | < τFPR.

(5)293

Accordingly, the joint bias metric is defined as the 294
sum of FNEDJ and FPEDJ across all identities, 295
where FNEDJ and FPEDJ are defined as: 296

FNEDJ =
∑
t∈T

∑
Gtj∈Gt

|FNRGt − FNRGtj |,

FPEDJ =
∑
t∈T

∑
Gtj∈Gt

|FPRGt − FPRGtj |.
(6) 297

4.2 Joint Debiasing for Word Embeddings 298

Given an identity t ∈ T , n defining sets of word 299

embeddings {Dt1, Dt2, ..., Dtn}, and word embed- 300

ding w ∈ Rd of word w, the bias subspace Bt is 301

defined by the first k components of the following 302

PCA evaluation (Manzini et al., 2019): 303

Bt = PCA
( n⋃

i=1

⋃
w∈Dti

w − µti

)
, (7) 304

where µti =
1

|Dti|
∑

w∈Dti
w is a vector averaged 305

over all word embeddings in set i.
⋃

denotes con- 306

catenation by rows. 307

Joint bias mitigation requires to simultaneously 308

remove the bias components from a word embed- 309

ding in all three identity subspaces. One simple 310

solution is to take the mean of all bias subspaces 311

as the joint bias subspace. However, the unique 312

information of each bias type may be averaged out. 313

Alternatively, we can concatenate the bias subspace 314

Bt w.r.t. individual identities such that the resulting 315

subspace B contains the significant components of 316

all identity biases: 317

B =
⋃
t∈T

Bt. (8) 318

B ∈ R3k×d allows us to reserve the unique bias 319

information of each identity in joint bias mitigation. 320

Quantifying Bias Removal. We use the mean 321

average cosine similarity (MAC) (Manzini et al., 322

2019) to evaluate the individual bias in collections 323

of words. Suppose we have a set of target word em- 324

beddings S that inherently contains certain form of 325

social bias (e.g., Jew, Muslim) and a set of attribute 326

sets A = {A1, A2, ..., AN}. Aj consists of embed- 327

dings of words a that should not be associated with 328

any word in S (e.g., violent, terrorist). We define 329

function f(·) to compute the mean cosine distance 330

between Si ∈ S and a ∈ Aj : 331

f(Si, Aj) =
1

|Aj |
∑
a∈Aj

cos(Si,a), (9) 332

where cos(Si,a) = 1 − Si·a
∥Si∥2·∥a∥2 . MAC is then 333

defined as 334

MAC(S,A) =
1

|S||A|
∑
Si∈S

∑
Aj∈A

f(Si, Aj). (10) 335
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Table 1: Statistics of the Jigsaw dataset. We report the
percentage of each demographic group and proportion
of toxic sentences within each group.

Group Gender Race
Type Male Female Black White

% data 11.0% 13.2% 3.7% 6.2%
% toxicity 15.0% 13.7% 31.4% 28.1%

Group Religion Overall
Type Christian Jewish Muslim

% data 10.0% 1.9% 5.2% 100.0%
% toxicity 9.1% 16.2% 22.8% 11.4%

Table 2: Toxicity detection and bias mitigation perfor-
mances of biased, individually debiased, and jointly
debiased methods on the Jigsaw dataset.

Model AUC↑ F1↑ Acc.↑ Individual Bias Metric↓
Ge Ra Re Total

Baseline 87.78 51.21 85.07 10.36 65.98 41.16 117.50
Gender 87.73 54.93 89.83 8.15 47.79 26.54 82.48
Race 87.15 54.93 89.50 7.78 57.34 34.95 100.06

Religion 87.71 55.42 89.36 11.26 66.53 26.41 104.20

Model AUC↑ F1↑ Acc.↑ Joint Bias Metric↓
Ge Ra Re Total

Ge+Ra 87.38 55.30 89.06 6.98 8.28 22.13 37.40
Ge+Re 87.61 55.43 89.74 6.13 5.97 22.88 34.98
Ra+Re 86.86 54.52 90.10 4.44 5.98 22.37 32.79
Joint 87.62 54.74 90.01 5.65 4.72 20.29 30.65

A larger MAC score denotes greater bias removal.336

5 Experiments337

In this section, we present the major results of this338

work. In particular, we answer RQ. 1 - RQ. 3 that339

seek to examine (1) the interactions between differ-340

ent types of bias; (2) the effectiveness of the pro-341

posed joint bias mitigation strategies within differ-342

ent contexts; and (3) the debiasing-accuracy trade-343

off of the joint approaches in different tasks. Data344

and code can be found in supplementary materials.345

5.1 Task 1: Toxicity Detection346

We first describe the data source and basic experi-347

mental settings. We then discuss the main results.348

5.1.1 Data349

We use the Perspective API’s Jigsaw dataset of350

403,957 sentences with toxicity and identity an-351

notations. We use the same data split strategy352

as (Gencoglu, 2020), that is 70% for training, 15%353

for validation, and 15% for testing. The detailed354

statistics for each group are shown in Table 1. All355

data in this study are publicly available and used356

under ethical considerations.357

5.1.2 Compared Approaches 358

We consider models debiased at different levels, 359

i.e., biased Baseline model, models debiased for 360

individual social identities (i.e., Gender, Race and 361

Religion), models debiased simultaneously for two 362

identities (i.e., Ge+Ra, Ge+Re, and Ra+Re) as 363

well as models debiased simultaneously for all 364

three identities (i.e., Joint). Parameter settings 365

can be found in Appendix A. 366

5.1.3 Evaluation Metrics 367

We use the standard AUC, micro-F1, and accuracy 368

(Acc.) as the evaluation metrics for classification. 369

For bias mitigation, following (Dixon et al., 2018; 370

Gencoglu, 2020), we use the standard individual 371

bias metric introduced in Section 3.1 for individ- 372

ually debiased models (i.e., Gender, Race, and 373

Religion). As the individual bias metric is not suit- 374

able when multiple types of bias are present, we 375

measure bias using the joint bias metric described 376

in Section 4.1 for methods debiasing for multiple 377

biases: Sequential debiasing (i.e., Ge+Ra, Ge+Re, 378

and Ra+Re) and Joint. 379

5.1.4 Results 380

We have the following observations from Table 2: 381

RQ. 1. Different types of bias are inherently corre- 382

lated and the correlations tend to be positive: debi- 383

asing for individual social identities will alleviate 384

total bias w.r.t. all identities, e.g., comparing re- 385

sults of Baseline with Gender, Race, and Religion. 386

While aimed for gender bias, Gender even achieves 387

better performance on mitigating racial bias com- 388

pared to Race. Similar findings can be observed 389

from models debiased simultaneously for two iden- 390

tities, e.g., results for Ra+Re. This indicates that 391

with positive bias interactions in toxicity detection, 392

an individually debiased model might be helpful to 393

mitigate multiple types of bias. 394

RQ. 2. Our proposed joint debiasing strategy out- 395

performs individual debiasing methods in terms 396

of total bias mitigation. As observed from the 397

last two rows in Table 2, the Joint model effec- 398

tively reduces multiple types of bias simultane- 399

ously, achieving the least bias on race, religion, 400

as well as total bias. Meanwhile, it presents com- 401

petitive AUC, F1, and Accuracy scores. Instead of 402

forcing equal model performances among all de- 403

mographic groups, Joint only seeks for the close- 404

ness of FNR and FPR between groups within the 405

same social identity, therefore better capturing the 406

unique debiasing characteristics for individual iden- 407
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Figure 3: FPR+FNR w.r.t. different groups within each identity. We compare the biased baseline model with the
Joint debiased model. The difference of FPR+FNR between groups within the same identity reflects model bias,
i.e., larger difference indicates higher level of bias. We observe that Joint presents smaller group differences and
results in lower bias. Best viewed in color.
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Figure 4: The debiasing-accuracy trade-off of Joint
after its loss converges.

tities. We zoom in and further examine the sum of408

FPR and FNR (FPR+FNR) of each demographic409

group. The results for biased model and Joint410

are presented in Fig. 3. Our observation is that411

the FPR+FNR of Joint on different demographic412

groups within the same social identity are closer413

to each other, e.g., the three groups in Religion in414

Fig. 3(b). As bias is defined as the difference be-415

tween FPR+FNR of different demographic groups,416

this result further validates the effectiveness of the417

proposed Joint on joint bias mitigation.418

RQ. 3. Biases inherently baked in data will419

propagate to toxicity detection models, and it is420

challenging to completely remove such data bias421

while ensuring good classification performance.422

The debiasing-accuracy trade-off of Joint in Fig. 4423

shows that the joint bias increases as F1 score in-424

creases, i.e., a better jointly debiased toxicity clas-425

sifier can present poorer classification performance.426

This suggests that bias mitigation by debiasing the427

model alone may not be ideal, especially with mul-428

tiple types of bias. As shown in Table 1, data distri-429

butions of different social identities are imbalanced,430

which can lead to optimization challenge and fur-431

ther contribute to the debiasing-accuracy trade-off.432

5.2 Task 2: Word Embeddings 433

We first introduce the social bias, linguist data 434

sources, and tasks used for evaluation. We then 435

present and discuss the major results. 436

5.2.1 Social Bias and Linguistic Data 437

We use the L2-reddit corpus (Rabinovich et al., 438

2018), a collection of Reddit posts and comments 439

by both native and non-native English speakers. 440

For gender, we use vocabularies curated by (Boluk- 441

basi et al., 2016) and (Caliskan et al., 2017). For 442

race and religion, we use the list of lexicons curated 443

by (Manzini et al., 2019). The initial biased word 444

embeddings are obtained by training word2vec 445

on approximately 56 million sentences. We de- 446

bias word embeddings w.r.t. individual bias using 447

the method in (Manzini et al., 2019). All in all, 448

we have four sets of pretrained word embeddings: 449

Initial-biased, Gender-debiased, Race-debiased, 450

and Religion-debiased word embeddings, denoted 451

as Initial, Ge, Ra, and Re. 452

5.2.2 Evaluation Tasks 453

We perform the following experiments to answer 454

RQ. 1-3: (1) we first quantify the biases in both the 455

biased and debiased pretrained word embeddings 456

w.r.t. the other two social identities, e.g., MACs 457

(bias removal) of Initial and Ge w.r.t. race and 458

religion. (2) We evaluate the effectiveness of bias 459

removals of all methods. With multiple types of 460

bias, baselines apply the hard-debiasing method to 461

Initial sequentially whereas our approach (Joint) 462

jointly debiases for all identities. For instance, to 463

mitigate both gender and racial biases, the baseline 464

debiases Ge for race whereas Joint simultaneously 465

debiases Initial for race and gender. 466

We report MACs for individual social identities 467

to better show bias interactions. We also perform a 468
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Table 3: MACs (↑) w.r.t. different social identities After
debiasing for various word embeddings. Target Iden-
tity is the bias type we aim to mitigate and of which we
present the MACs. Take the target identity “Gender” as
an example. Initial’ shows gender MACs After debias-
ing for gender on Initial. Similarly, Re’ and Joint under
Religion are gender MACs after sequentially and jointly
debiasing for religion and gender, respectively. Under
Religion + Race are gender MACs after debiasing base
embeddings (i.e., Re-Ra and Initial) sequentially (i.e.,
the resulting embedding is Re-Ra’) and jointly (i.e.,
Joint) for all three identities. All the resulting embed-
dings after debiasing are denoted as XX’ (same as Table
3). * indicates statistically insignificant results.

Target
Identity Initial’ Debiasing Multiple Identities

Gender .695
Religion Religion + Race

Re’ Joint Re-Ra’ Joint
.654 .790 .655 .794

Race .925
Religion Religion+Gender

Re’ Joint Re-Ge’ Joint
.889 .940 .891 .880*

Religion .937
Gender Gender + Race

Ge’ Joint Ge-Ra’ Joint
.865 .941 .865 .930

paired t-test on the distribution of average cosine469

distance used to compute MAC (Manzini et al.,470

2019). Unless otherwise noted, results of MAC471

below are statistically significant at level 0.05. (3)472

To examine the influence of joint bias mitigation on473

the utility of word embeddings, we further perform474

downstream tasks following (Manzini et al., 2019),475

including NER, POS tagging, and POS chunking.476

Data are provided by the CoNLL 2003 shared tasks477

(Sang and De Meulder, 2003). There are two evalu-478

ation paradigms: replacing the biased embeddings479

with the debiased ones or retraining the model on480

debiased embeddings.481

5.2.3 Results482

RQ. 1. We can observe from Table 4-3 that:483

(i) hard-debiasing method designed for individual484

identity has little influence on the results of other485

identities. For example, in Table 4, race MACs of486

Initial (.892) and Ge (.894) are similar. (ii) Sequen-487

tial hard-debiasing method has negative influence488

on debiasing for the second and the third identities.489

For example, Initial’ (.925) achieves better race490

MAC than Ge’ (.892). (iii) Similar findings can be491

observed in Table 3. Take the target identity Gender492

as an example: in Row 4, both gender MACs for493

sequential debiasing (.654 and .655) are worse than494

directly debiasing gender on Initial (.695).495

Table 4: MACs (↑) w.r.t. different social identities for
various sets of word embeddings. Before and After
denote embeddings before and after we apply the hard-
debiasing method, respectively. Under Before are the
base embeddings we aim to debias. Target Identity is
the bias type we aim to mitigate and of which we present
the MACs. Take the third row “Race” as an example:
Under Before are the race MACs of base embeddings
Initial and Ge before debiasing for race. The resulting
embeddings are Initial’ and Ge’ under After. That is,
Initial’ is debiased only for race and Ge’ is debiased
sequentially for gender and race. Under Joint is the race
MAC after applying the proposed debiasing strategy to
Initial to jointly reduce gender and racial biases.

Target
Identity Before After

Initial Ge Initial’ Ge’ Joint
Race .892 .894 .925 .892 .924

Religion .859 .857 .937 .865 .941
Initial Ra Initial’ Ra’ Joint

Gender .623 .624 .695 .654 .695
Religion .859 .857 .937 .865 .940

Initial Re Initial’ Re’ Joint
Gender .623 .624 .695 .654 .790
Race .892 .890 .925 .889 .940

RQ. 2. Under After in Table 4, Joint outperforms 496

sequential debiasing and achieves competitive per- 497

formance compared to method that focuses on debi- 498

asing for individual identity, i.e., Initial’. Similarly, 499

on row 4 in Table 3, gender MACs of jointly de- 500

biasing for religion and gender (.790) or all three 501

identities (.794) are better than the results of cor- 502

responding sequential debiasing methods, i.e., Re’ 503

(.654) and Re-Ra’ (.655). We further generate the 504

top five analogies for {man, woman} using various 505

word embeddings debiased for gender. We observe 506

from Table 5 that Initial’ and Joint generate same 507

analogies for both man and woman. The sequential 508

debiasing methods (i.e., Re’ and Re-Ra’), however, 509

generate discriminative analogies as highlighted. 510

RQ. 3. We examine the effects of mitigating mul- 511

tiple biases on three downstream tasks: NER Tag- 512

ging, POS Tagging, and POS Chunking. We com- 513

pare the utility of Initial with that of word embed- 514

dings debiased at different levels: individual iden- 515

tity (Religion), two (Religion and Race), and all 516

identities. We report results of embedding matrix 517

replacement in Table 6. Results of model retrain- 518

ing can be found in Appendix B. We observe that 519

for all word embeddings, the semantic utility only 520

slightly changes. Student t test further testifies that 521

these differences are insignificant. We may con- 522

clude that the hard-debiasing method does not have 523
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Table 5: Top five analogies of {man, woman} generated by various word embeddings after being debiased for
Gender. Each entry below can be interpreted as “man is to XX as woman is to XX”.

Initial’ Religion Religion + Race
Re’ Joint Re-Ra’ Joint

(executive, executive) (chairman, secretary) (homemaker, homemaker) (executive, executive) (stylist, stylist)
(homemaker, homemaker) (executive, executive) (stylist, stylist) (chairman, secretary) (homemaker, homemaker)

(manager, manager) (homemaker, homemaker) (manager, manager) (homemaker, homemaker) (clerk, clerk)
(clerk, clerk) (secretary, secretary) (programmer, programmer) (secretary, secretary) (executive, executive)

(secretary, secretary) (manager, manager) (supervisor, supervisor) (manager, manager) (singer, singer)

Table 6: Utility of word embeddings debiased at various levels in NER Tagging, POS Tagging, and POS Chunking.
Seq and Joint denote sequential and joint debiasing, respectively. ∆ denotes the change before and after debiasing.

Target
Identity

Religion Religion +Gender Religion + Gender + Race
NER Tagging POS Tagging POS Chunking NER Tagging POS Tagging POS Chunking NER Tagging POS Tagging POS Chunking

Biased F1 .9930 .9677 .9968 .9930 .9677 .9968 .9930 .9677 .9968
NA Seq / Joint Seq / Joint Seq / Joint Seq / Joint Seq / Joint Seq / Joint

∆ F1 +.007 -.026 +.003 +.004 / +.004 -.011 / -.009 +.004 / +.005 +.004 / +.004 -.012 / -.013 +.004 / +.005
∆ Precision .0 -.029 .0 .0 / .0 -.023 / -.019 .0 / .0 .0 / .0 -.026 / -.026 .0 / .0
∆ Recall +.025 -.073 +.012 +.015 / +.015 -.020 / -.018 +.016 / +.017 +0.014 / +.016 -.021 / -.025 +.014 / +.019

significant influence on the utility of word embed-524

dings, regardless of the number of bias types. This525

applies to both sequential and joint bias mitigation.526

5.3 Discussions527

Based on the empirical evaluations, we summarize528

key findings about interactional bias: (1) Correla-529

tions between biases can be positive or negative.530

As a toxic comment often includes terms indicating531

multiple social identities, the bias interactions in532

toxicity detection tend to be positive. For word em-533

beddings, bias interaction is weak in part because534

it is less common to see words associated with dif-535

ferent identities in a general text. However, there536

might be negative bias interactions during debias-537

ing process as evidenced by the poor performance538

of sequential hard-debiasing. We conjecture this539

is partly due to the difference between debiasing540

data and debiasing models. (2) With multiple cor-541

related biases, a joint bias mitigation approach is542

more effective in reducing total bias, regardless of543

the correlation being positive or negative. However,544

the improvement of this joint approach appears to545

be more significant under negative bias interactions.546

This suggests the need to simultaneously consider547

multiple biases, especially under the negative cor-548

relation. (3) The debiasing-accuracy trade-off ap-549

pears to exist in joint bias mitigation. The issue550

might not be equally serious across tasks, e.g., it551

is more evident to see the trade-off when jointly552

debiasing toxicity detection.553

The study is not without limitations. First, there554

might be other sources contributing to data biases,555

such as the selection bias and annotation bias due 556

to the diverse belief and background of annotators. 557

Second, future research on other NLP/ML tasks 558

and datasets is needed to have an in-depth under- 559

standing of our findings. Third, while showing 560

promising results, our joint bias mitigation strat- 561

egy is straightforward. More advanced approaches 562

might better capture bias correlations, facilitate the 563

performance of joint bias mitigation, and address 564

the issue of debiasing-accuracy trade-off. 565

6 Conclusions 566

This work initiates the discussions of interactional 567

bias using two representative NLP tasks. It exam- 568

ines the correlations between biases w.r.t. differ- 569

ent social identities and explores joint bias mitiga- 570

tion strategies. We present findings of how biases 571

might interact differently dependent on the task 572

and show promising results of simple joint miti- 573

gation approaches. The goal of this study is to 574

bring forefront the discussions of interactional bi- 575

ases and joint mitigation strategy that might have 576

been neglected by the community before. 577

Our work opens up several key future research 578

avenues. Some prospective works include inves- 579

tigating interactional bias in other NLP and ma- 580

chine learning tasks, developing more principled 581

approaches and evaluation metrics for joint bias 582

mitigation, conducting in-depth analyses of the op- 583

timization trade-off between different biases, as 584

well as examining the application of debiased word 585

embeddings in downstream debiasing tasks. 586
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Ethics Statement587

This work aims to advance collaborative research588

efforts in joint mitigation of interactional bias in589

machine learning and NLP, a topic that has yet to be590

well understood. Here, we provide the first solution,591

which is simple yet effective. However, much work592

remains to elucidate how to build a debiased and593

effective framework in the presence of multiple594

biases that are correlated with each other. All data595

in this study are publicly available and used under596

ethical considerations. Text and figures that contain597

terms considered profane, vulgar, or offensive are598

used for illustration only, they do not represent the599

ethical attitude of the authors.600
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A Appendices733

A.1 Parameter Settings734

A.1.1 Debiasing Toxicity Detection735

For debiasing toxicity detection with constraints,736

we use the publicly available implementation in737

paper (Gencoglu, 2020)2. In particular, we em-738

ploy a multilingual language model, sentence-739

DistilBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019), for740

extracting sentence embeddings to represent each741

post/comment. The toxicity classifier is a simple742

3-layer fully-connected neural network. The size743

of each layer is 512, 32, and 1, respectively. We744

use sentence embeddings output from sentence-745

DistilBERT as input features. The model is trained746

for 25 epochs with Adam as the optimizer. In the747

repository, they also release their trained models748

along with the source code. To account for the749

performance variance caused by the system envi-750

ronment, we ran the source code from scratch and751

reported our experimental results. Both baselines752

and the constrained models are trained in a mini-753

batch manner. Models that maximize the F1 score754

on the validation set are used for experimentation.755

We ran each experiments for five times and reported756

the average performances. We introduce the details757

of major parameter setting in Table 7. The descrip-758

tions of the major parameters are as follows:759

• Embedding Dimension: the dimension of760

BERT sentence embedding761

• LR Constrains: the updating rate of proxy-762

Lagrangian state763

• Adam_beta_1: the exponential decay rate for764

the 1st moment estimates765

• Adam_beta_2: the exponential decay rate for766

the 2nd moment estimates767

• FNR Deviation: the maximum allowed devia-768

tion for false negative rate769

• FPR Deviation: the maximum allowed devia-770

tion for false positive rate771

A.1.2 Debiasing Word Embeddings772

For hard debiasing word embeddings, the major773

parameter k (the most k significant components in774

PCA) is set to 2 for all bias subspace identifications.775

We use the same data split strategy as (Manzini776

2https://github.com/ogencoglu/fair_cyberbullying_detection

Parameter Setting Parameter Setting
Batch Size 128 Embedding Dimension 512
Learning Rate (LR) 5e-4 LR Constrains 5e-3
Adam_beta_1 0.9 Adam_beta_2 0.999
FNR Deviation 0.02 FPR Deviation 0.03

Table 7: Details of the parameters in the debiasing toxi-
city detection experiment.

Parameter Setting Parameter Setting
Max Seq Len 128 Embedding Size 50
Learning Rate (LR) 1e-3 Epochs 25
RMSprop Decay 1e-3 RMSprop Momentum 0.25
Debias_eps 1e-10 Batch Size 64

Table 8: Details of the parameters in the debiasing word
embedding experiment.

et al., 2019) by randomly splitting the dataset into 777

80% for training, 10% for validation, and 10% for 778

testing. We also follow their parameter settings for 779

all downstream tasks. We ran each experiments for 780

five times and reported the average performances. 781

The major parameters in debiasing word embed- 782

dings are: 783

• Max Seq Len: the threshold to control the 784

maximum length of sentences. 785

• Embedding Size: the dimension of embedding 786

layer. 787

• Debias_eps: the threshold for detecting words 788

that had their biases altered. 789

We describe major parameter settings in Table 8. 790

A.2 Supplementary Experimental Results 791

A.2.1 Downstream Tasks of Word Embedding 792

In the tasks of NER tagging, POS tagging, and 793

POS chunking, we can either replace the biased 794

word embeddings with debiased ones or retrain the 795

model on the debiased embeddings. In addition 796

to the results for replacement shown in Sec. 5.2, 797

here, we examine the semantic utility of word em- 798

beddings in the second scenario. Table 9 presents 799

the similar results to those for embedding matrix 800

replacement. The major difference is that after the 801

word embeddings sequentially debiased for reli- 802

gion and gender (the middle part in the table), their 803

utility in POS Tagging is slightly improved whilst 804

utility of embeddings debiased for single bias or 805

jointly debiased for two types of bias decreases. As 806

the changes are statistically insignificant, this fur- 807

ther supports the conclusion that the hard-debiasing 808

method does not have significant influence on the 809
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Table 9: Utility of word embeddings debiased at different levels in NER Tagging, POS Tagging, and POS Chunking
with model retraining. Seq and Joint represent sequential and joint bias mitigation, respectively. ∆ denotes the
change before and after debiasing.

Target
Identity

Religion Religion +Gender Religion + Gender + Race
NER Tagging POS Tagging POS Chunking NER Tagging POS Tagging POS Chunking NER Tagging POS Tagging POS Chunking

Biased F1 .9930 .9677 .9968 .9930 .9677 .9968 .9930 .9677 .9968
NA Seq / Joint Seq / Joint Seq / Joint Seq / Joint Seq / Joint Seq / Joint

∆ F1 +.007 -.011 +.003 +.004 / +.004 +.003 / -.011 +.004 / +.005 +.004 / +.004 -.010 / -.007 +.004 / +.005
∆ Precision .0 -.011 .0 .0 / .0 +.006 / -.023 .0 / .0 .0 / .0 -.018 / -.007 .0 / .0
∆ Recall +.025 -.031 +.012 +.015 / +.015 +.005 / -.019 +.016 / +.017 +.014 / +.016 -.021 / -.023 +.014 / +.019

utility of word embeddings, regardless of the num-810

ber of bias types. This applies to both sequential811

and joint bias mitigation.812
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